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Much of the recent works on the c lass ical non-linear

f i e l d equations deal with solutions of these equations out-

aide the framework of the conventional perturbation theory»

(cf.papers'-• *Jfor specif ic information). We should l ike to

note the conspicuous results by V.E.Zakharov and A.V.Mikhai-

lov, who demonstrated that a certain class of two-dimensio-

nal chiral theories i s completely integrable'- *-*(cf.L i

pTJ, [22J f f l r t h e e a r l l e r results).

Among these theories we may single out the theories

with sophisticated topological stricture which has some deep

links with rich analytical structure. In many cases on* c la-

s s i f i e s the solutions of equations of these theories using

topological invariants which are generally called the topo-

logical charges'- °J. The topological currents ( i . e . , the

currents corresponding to the topolo^ical charges) are defi-

ned by intr insic structure of the f ie ld contained in the

Lagrangian and are not influenced by the La^rangian i t s e l f

L1 <\11\±Э} л ^ е g r e a ^ point i s that in a number of cases the

topological charges provide the lower bound estimate for the

action (or the energy) of the system and powerful means to

find exact solutions of the problenLeJ»l5J» L17J .

In th is note we want to draw attention to two classes

of two-dimensional Euclidean chiral f ie ld theories which



have sophisticated topologieal structures and, in our opini-

on deserve moi.*e detailed studying. They can be described as

follows:

(i) the field (f>(x) takes the values in a compact Hcr-

mitian symmetric space;

(ii) the field (Dfa) takes the values in an orbit of

adjoint representation of a compact Lie group G*^ .

Vfe will indicate explicit /formulae for the topo

logical charges and give the lower bound estimate

for the action. An interesting case of the most degenerate

orbit (i.e. the orbit of the lowest dimension) can be solved

exactly and we shall study it separately.

Now we turn to the topolo^ical properties of chiral

theories. Let us consider the field ф(х) in the d-dimen-

sional Euclidean space ( X 6 IR 1 • taking the values in a

space <£> which is usually a manifold. We consider only the

smooth continuous fields with a certain limit ^ o as

\A~> ° ° . Taking the completion of ff\ with the

point && at infinity we obtain the compact space, i.e.

•) All the necessary information from the theory of symmet-

ric spaces can be found in book I Awhile as for Lie groups

inC^a^ote that from the A.Borel results it follows that

case (i) is contained in case (ii) but this case has seme

peculiarities and deserves a separate consideration.



the d-dimensional sphere P . The field *fQQ generates

the шар

x*)
and its image is a d-dimensional cycle in ЯР • •"• recall

that two maps Cp and Ф, are homotopic if there is a con-

tinuous deformation of one map to another. It is familiar

that the classes of homotopic шаре form the group denoted

by tfU (Ф) •
 T h u s

»
 the f i e l d

 *PC*)
 can be

 described by

its homotopy class or, and that is the same, by the eleaent

of the homo t ору group Щ{ (*£?) • We may call the theory

homotopically nontrivial if S I j ^ ^ / O

In this paper we will study only the case of two-di-

mensional chiral theories (d = 2, <^>~QjH , G is a compact

Lie group, H is its subgroup). The pseudoeuclidean case

has been studied in Eef, (.133 . For simplicity we suppose

that the space 4^f is connected and simply-connected.

ЧГе suppose that «J^ ^.Ф/т'О „ This condition pro-

vides sufficient topological structure. There is a familiar

formula (il^iQlli)—$!.(.") in the case the image of

the hoaiomorphism «jTi С ") ~*^1.С«) induced by embedding of H

into G, equals to 0. Thus, any non-simpiy-conaccted (subgroup

of the group G generates the space G/H with necessary topo-

topological notations used in the text may be found

in the book /20/.



logical structure. Hence we have a variety of such, spaces

and have to make a wise choice of them. We will study two 1m-

portant classes of these spaces.

(1) Compact symmetric spaces with $Ц_ ( Ф ) ̂  ^ , i.e.

the spaces for which the subgroup H is singled out by an in-

volution of G. There is a complete с la ssification for them

(ef.L^3j) from which we may infer that for a compact non-

reducible symmetric simply-connected space we have 0/

or Z (Z is an additive group of integers) and «ЗГу ( Ф ) —

for the four series of spaces

0:

and for the two special spaces

They are the only Hermitian symmetric spaces» i.e. the

spaces with a complex structure and where the group О acts

by means of holomorphic transformations. Note that the comp-

lex Grassmanian manifolds are contained in this оЪ. ss.

' See footnote on page 4.



(11) Orbits of the adjoint representations of simple

compact M e group* We assume that <Ю is connected and simp-

ly connected. Then we may apply the Rurevic theorem: if <^

is connected and simply connected)^ /cp)=O&nd ̂ П'(Ф)
=
О|

3=2,..., (k~l), ЛГк. ( $ ^ 0 then H.j<<g)=O, 3=2,...,(к-1)^

Пк.(Ф) ~ЗГ|(.(Ф). Неге Н.(ф ) id the homology group. Hence

Н*чф )=О, 3=2,...,k-1 where Ш"(.ф ) is the eohomology group

and we have гкН*(Ф)
= г
кЩ'

п е s
Pa

c e
 Н

3
{ ф ) is the factor

space of closed exterior forms by the subspace of the exact

forms. It is the so-called de-*hara theorem. On the other

hand, it is known that there exists a closed two-form which

is defined onOp and is not exact. Therefore we have

( j О
 f o r t n e or

bits of the adjoint representation.

By the Hurevic theorem we infer that Sfj

We note that in both cases (l),(ii) we

•shich is very important since we may put the homotopic

class, i.e. the topological charge, in ti.a integral form *)

Here (1) is a closed 2-form on Jb —K\)IQOT which is not

exact.

Note that the map (p| £> "">Ф induces the homomorphism

in the cohomology space <d*\ J-)*"(cj5) -> У^Сй*} 6i»en by the

formulaЦ) = (£Г(1) " ) . Thus, to find the topological char-

ges it is essential to know the 2-form CO on

•) For the maps S -> S and S<-± S* and Ŝ -> G integral formu-

lae of this kind were pointed out in papcrsC
22
] "L

8
»

1
'^ In

paperL^^t was noted that this is a corollary of the Hurevic

theorem.

••) Рог the map s2-*G this formula was used in



First we consider the orbit of maximal dimension, i.e.

the flag manifold or the factor space G/T where T is the ma-

ximufr torus of the group G. Then H (G/T) is isomorphic to

the direct sum of T, copies of the additive group of inte-

gers. Неге Н/ is the rank of the group G. There are expli-

cit formulae for the generators of the cohomology group. An

element |v of the Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra of

G generates the left invariant,vector field on G, which ge-

nerates the linear form on G given 07 the formula

Hence we have, that lv\Aj-0 for the vectors X tangent

to the flag manifold G/Ф. Taking the exterior differential

OU of the form n,\jL) *• -»we obtain the formula

Here X,Y are vectors tangent to the flag manifold» Note that

the 2-form {fl, (X l\
 i a a<

>t zero on the flag manifold and

closed. Since the dimension of T equals %, , we have 'J,

copies of this forms which are the topological charges ot

the generators of \\\Q 'T) .

For the Hermitian symmetric space the form (JQL is

obtained if KV is an element of the center of the group H.

Note that in this case this form is unique.

Pinallj we want to write down an explicit formula for

the topological charge corresponding to the form UO,

8



How we will turn to the orbit j£, of the adjoint repre-

sentation of the geoup G. In this case the calculations are

considerably simplified. The great point is that there exists

the exterior 2-forn defined by the formula

Here X,T are tangent vectors at the point <5p of the orbit

Jl, . (5\V) is invariant scalar product in Lie algebra.

This 2-fora has been used to 3tudy iie groups and their or-

bits I J . We use only that it Is closed, generates the non-

trivial cohomology class Of- H V$) an* the topological charge

corresponding to this form is

]|ĵ(p are two tangent vectors to the orbit which

is defined by the conditions T ^ f ^ - C ^ • *e note

this formula is a generalization of the topological charge

Cpp ft IV?* ' 'Jwhere n is the normal vector of
о

the sphere S .

So far we have made no constraints on the Hsailtonian

of the theory. Following I-
22
 '

 8
»

 17
Jwe find the Hamiltoniane

for which the mentioned formulae for topological charges

provide some means to solve the corresponding Euler equat-

ions. Indeed, we shall find the Hamilton!an which saturates

the lower bound estimates given by the topological oharge.

This situation was studied in refs.*-
8
 »

 lf
 •

 1 9
J. In this

paper we study the estimates corresponding to charge (6).

For an element ^P of the Lie algebra of G we write down



We have the obvious inequality

Now we take the HaaLltonian

and have the obvious estimate

H *

Solutions of the "duality" equation

(9)

satisfy this inequality. This situation is similar to that

of the n-field
t
 (ef.l -v but the Hamiltonian is more sophis-

ticated than inL J. It resembles the Skyrme Hamiltonienf^S."]
#

Bat our Hamiltonian contains only the second order terms

with respect to "^к'Р while the Skyrme Hamiltonian has

the higher order terms. In some special cases Hamiltonian

Q) and Sqs.(9) have аи explicit solution, e.g. this is the

case for the orbit of the lowest dimension for the SU(N)

chiral field theory. We shall study this problen elsewhere.

Finally we would like to note an interesting fact that

with the help of the complex variable £ - x + j,v we may put

the duality equations in the form

10



The duality equations imply

i.e. in this case the map ^ —* ^ ie a ooaformal one*

We are thankful to A.V.Mikhallov for the question

which attracted our attention to this problea.
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